Wegow Concert and Festival Tickets

Company Description

Wegow is a social live music marketplace where users, artists, promoters and brands interact in a completely new way to gain exposure to live music. With more than 1.500.000 monthly users globally, Wegow acts as a personalized on-the-run live music agenda, promptly notifying fans when their favorite artists come to town, offers all the ticket options available for a gig or festival and creates a social platform where users can directly interact between each other before, during and after the event. Artists and bands can reach a bigger audience and get to know their fans better with our detailed Big Data and analytics. Promoters can plan ahead and structure future gigs and tours more effectively and expand their business reach. Brands have a unique opportunity to engage and impact users in an immersive environment where their content adds value to the users’ experience.

Position

- The candidate will be responsible for the good maintenance, monitoring and updating of the web content.
- Content updating (artists, events, images, videos ...)
- Analytical results monitoring.
- Optimize the product from the point of view of SEO.
- Make quality control of the website through reports and monitoring.

Requirements

- Bachelor's degree or equivalent in any field related to Economics, Accounting, or Business...
- Languages: Native English and fluent in Spanish.
- Authorization to work in Spain and possibility to make an agreement with the University are required.
- Ability to work 5 days a week for a minimum of 15-20 hours per week

Our offer:

- Good working environment.
- Schedule (for the UK candidate): Monday to Friday from 9 am to 2:00 pm.
- Schedule (for the US candidate): Monday to Friday from 2:00 pm to 7 pm.
- 300 €
- 3 to 6 months internship

Desired profile:

- Person with good ability to write texts paying attention to SEO.
- Passionate about music.